order of survivorship; problems previously considered many years before, and presented by my late friend W illiam M organ, Esq., of the Equitable Society, to the Royal Society, and published in their valuable Transactions; and which had been since considered, in a learned work on Life Annuities, by my late respected friend J oshua M ilne, Esq., with some ingenious notation with respect to those contingencies. But still, the solutions given to many of the problems, though there were but three lives con cerned, were of such an intricate practical form, as to be in my opinion perfectly useless; especially on considering that it was necessary to obtain, by Tables of single and joint lives, by necessary interpolations, the required data; as the differences to be used for the interpolations, in consequence of the great irregularity of the numbers of those Tables, are so irregular as to throw great doubt on the necessary accuracy of the results. And I think the examples I gave of my method could leave no doubt as to the comparative simplicity which resulted from it, and consequently comparative utility of my analysis; an analysis which applies where there are more than three lives concerned, and, in fact, where there are any number of lives to be considered. And I may refer the reader to my solutions in that tract, to enable him to make the com parison.
There were various other subjects in that paper, and one I mention in particular, which is the problem to determine what would be the law of mortality between two lives A, B, so that, should it be known that they are both extinct, it would be an equal chance which of them had died first; because that assumption is made, in some of the solutions above alluded to, by former writers, and for a short period would, in fact, be approximatively tru e ; and the solution of the problem showed that it could only be accurately true where there was for each life a uniform equal decrement, though not necessarily the same for both, or else a decrement for each life proceeding in geome trical proportion; the former law being in fact only an extreme case of the latter law. I may mention that there are some omissions in the printed solution of this problem, which may lead the reader, if he does not enter properly into the analysis, to think it faulty; and that the paper on the whole stands in need of some errors in the printing of it, and in one or two places of an incorrect portion of the manuscript sent to the printer, being pointed out.
Art. 2. Since that paper was written, I ventured to communicate a paper to the Royal Society, which it did me the honour to print in their Transactions of 1825, as a letter to my late friend F rancis B aily, Esq., on the nature of the functions expressive of the law of human mortality expressed by the equation 'Lx=d.g'\ ; where Lx, according to my notation in my first paper, is the number of persons living, at the age x, out of the number L0 who were born x years previously. And as I use, from great preference, the fluxional notation of our great N ewton, instead of the furtive notation used on the Con tinent and now much used in England, my d does not denote the differential character. I say I use the notation in preference, because I consider the fluxional calculus far more luminous. But as strictures have been cast on me on that account by some readers of my paper, I will not apologize for a small digression from my subject, to state some among the causes of my preference. I call th e differential notation furtive, on I a moral ground, and also on the ground of its introducing an interruption and an incon venience in practice. The moral ground is, th at it appears to give L eibnitz a greater claim to originality, to the prejudice of N ewton, than I think he is justly entitled to. And the other ground is, it steals from the alphabet a letter-and one which it is most convenient to retain, in order to keep up the regular order of notation-to use it for a purpose of different intent to th a t for which it was originally used; and may introduce confusion. A nd with respect to the superior advantage of the fluxional calculus over the differential calculus, I observe th at if x and y be rectangular coordi nates of a curve in a plane, and z the length of the curve from a given point in it to the point of which x and y are coordinates, the fluxional calculus gives i = N/a r!+^3, which is strictly tr u e ; and may be proved to be so without the introduction of infinitely small quantities: b u t the differential calculus gives d z =^ dx\ -\-dy\ ^ true only on con sideration of infinitely small quantities; and even with th at consideration it cannot be # / ---12 -~|2 proved luminously to be tru e ; because V -\-dy\ only expresses the length of the chord of an infinitely small arc, and not of the arc itself, as they have no part common w ith each other, b u t at the points of intersection: but in the fluxional calculus z = \ / #2-f-ya, which, I think, is a much neater and a much more commodious expression, z, x, y only express finite values ; namely, the velocities in the several directions, at the point to which x and y are coordinates, with which the point describing the curve is moving in the relative directions parallel to the axes of x and y, and that of the tangent to the curve at the p o in t; in the same way as if all causes which m ight incurvate the future path of the point were to cease; and similar observations may be made with respect to the luminous character of the fluxional analysis, when compared with the differential analysis, in the application of it to physical subjects. Thus if be a force acting on a body, v the velocity which is generated by its momentary impulse, that is to say its single impulse, by which is m eant the finite space the body would describe in consequence of it in the finite time i, but not the variable portions of space it would describe if th at force were considered to be an infinitely small action, as it were continually active during infinitely small portions of tim e ; the fluxional calculus gives and is correctly true, however large v and t are. B ut the differential analysis gives which is correct only if dt and dv are infinitely small, and is then only to be considered so in virtue of the hypothesis th at infinitely small quantities of the second and higher degree may be omitted.
B ut whilst I am endeavouring to clear away the shadowing clouds which may obstruct the brilliant light o f N ewton's lamp from being duly perceived by the scientific eye, I am willing to acknowledge th at L eibnitz's differential d has, in many instances, done great service in his own hands, in the hands of E uler, L agrange, L aplace, and of a host o f scientific m en whose names cannot be pronounced without gratitude and reverence.
And I observe th at other letters, such as f , < p, yp, &c., when used as characteristics instead of representatives of value, have their valuable service as well as inconvenience to be attended t o ; though I prefer much the Continental use of a letter when used as a characteristic, to be used, as it is in many cases, as a letter underscored by some one or more letters, denoting the quantities of which that letter may be the functional characteristic; as, for instance, to write L a to express the function of a, which may be the age of a person of whom there may be the number La living. And having thus intruded by a digression on the reader's attention, I will venture to hope that my still continuing the digression will be thought to have some interesting excuse for me, as a scientific amusement to the reader; as a person walking for the sake only of healthy exercise in a beautiful garden, may find a pleasure and an advantage to notice the elegant flowers, and even the noxious weeds which the ground produces. I will state that mathematicians who have enlightened the world with the most beautiful discoveries use notations which are incorrect, often ambiguous, often furtive, and often contra dictory. Thus in the notation of partial fluxions or partial differentials, I consider % > &c., as both incorrect and furtive, and that they may mislead; instead of &c., which removes some part of my objection, but not the whole of i t ; but has the disadvantage of occupying too much space, and is furtive, as it steals the excellent use of the parentheses, which have been employed for useful purposes. And now, requesting my reader to pardon me for a digression which some readers may consider uncalled for, I will proceed in the path in which I hope to lead him with some satisfaction.
-# # Art. 3. In the equation 'La= d.g\ , where L, signifies the number the age x, the letters d, g , q in my paper in the apparently nearly constant during a very long period of life-say, for instance, in the Carlisle Table of Mortality between the ages 10 and 60; but if we commence our limit at a different age, and terminate it at some other far distant age, those quantities appa rently constant would have different values of apparent constancy; and here the pro duct d.y, which would appear in the equation by taking # = 0 , would be an arbitrary quantity depending on the arbitrary value of L0 as a base, expressive of the arbitrary number we intend to set out with as the persons living at the age 0; and if, which is not the case accurately, the formula were universally true from birth to any other age, d.g would express the number of persons born on which we intended the formula to be constructed; for we should have L 0= d . but as g i the arbitrary quantity, and we might take d= 1, if w number of the births, to set out w ith; and in that case the formula would stand generally ~hx-g\ ; if it were universally true from birth to any age; which, as I observed above, it is n o t; and it is never in fact true if g and q are to be considered absolutely constant; as is evident from th e example of the m ethod I used in my investigation by w hat I call th e vital rule of three. A nd as th e Table from which the data are to be obtained is moreover likely to contain irregularities, and undoubtedly does contain such which are not contained in th e real law of m ortality, it follows th at if even the equation ) w here d, g, q are supposed to be constant, did exactly express the real law m ortality, th e values given to g and q by this vital rule of three would not be exactly th e same for every selection, and therefore I should not have expected that any tolerable m athem atician in reading my paper could suppose th a t I m eant to state that I had given th eir exact values. B ut wherever the three lives were selected, had the Table been accu rate from whence I selected the data, and were th e law for constant values for d, g, q consistent throughout w ith th e real law of m ortality, th eir respective values would have come out th e same.
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A rt. 4. B u t neither of these requisites is to be depended on, as is proved by the two formulae given in my paper of 1825 for the Carlisle m ortality, Art. 10; the one w here th e vital rule of th ree is based on th e selection of the ages 20, 40, and 60, and th e other where it is based on th e ages 40, 60, and 100. The first of these equations is 3*88631-X~1(2*75536+*0126o;), or its equal, XL^= 3*88631-X-1(*0126#-1*24464), or very nearly 3*88631-? r 1*0126(#-100);
X standing for the common logarithm of, and X-1 the reverse, or the number whose common logarithm is &c., and the other, namely, from the selection of the ages 40, 60, 100, gives the equation XL*=3*79657 -X-1(3*7467+'92706#) = 3*79657-?r1(*02706^-2*2533).
And when the m iddle age of th e three selections above is 40, we have X<Z= 3*88631, X<?=*0126; x ( -X^) = -1*24464, sufficiently near -1*26; and when th e middle age is 60, of the three selections, we have Xd-3*79657, Xg-*02706; sufficiently near the double of the former value X(_X#) = -2*2533, also equal to nearly the double value in the former case, but not exactly in th a t ratio, b u t nearly in the ratio of 2 to l x o » 5ut still, considering the nature of th e data which furnish the values, in order to follow the hints these numbeis give, I am inclined to th in k b u t lightly of the small variation from th at proportion, and to suppose th a t the law of m ortality, instead of being xL ,=X dwhen d, g, g are constant, which we have proved are only apparently constant, though for a long tim e exhibiting a strong appearance of constancy, should be, according to the above hints, = with the addition of some small formula; to be sought for, where h is a constant from birth to extreme old age, and Xdx, are functions of x to be discovered to meet the cases of comparison of the formula with the Tables. Here I retain the d and q with the prefix X for the s to the old formula; and it appears that these functions and are subject to such slow variation by the variation of x, that in forty years in varies from 3-88631 to 3-79657, and
Xqx from -0126 to signifying common logarithm of, and X-1 the anti-common logarithm of. Now supposing t and v to be very small quantities, and that Xdx is a function of 1-{-%£, and Xqx a function of 1-j-tx, then, provided v and t are sufficiently small, whatever these functions may be, we consider that if in consequence of the smallness of t and v we may in the develop ment of the functions according to the powers of x be satisfied with the first power, we may assume these functions of any form we please to suit our convenience. I will then for that end suppose
Xd"-C €*, Xqx=Xq0.ex; C standing for Xd0, and quantities differing very little from unity, the one being = 1 + ® , where, as above shown, v must be a very small negative fraction, and the other = 1 -K , where is a very small affirmative fraction, and then the approximate law of mortality will be XLx= C .g e-X -1 ) , where C, £, e, q0 are all four constant quantities from birth to extreme old age, quan tities to be discovered from the m + Z n, we obtain -Xd-\-Xg.qm , \L m+n= \d -{ -\g . gm+n, XLBt+2n= x^+ X^.2^+2w> whence we get ty-2" X(2"-l ) =^+» -x L " , ^• 2 "2' -(2 " -l)= X L " +2" -x L ln+n; and therefore, by division, and and we have « i -^(^hfra+w ^I*>ra+2w) w .
/vfli / i \ â nd Ay in the application I am about to make will turn out to be a negative quantity, or in other words, g will be a positive fraction less than unity; and consequently to find y, as a negative num ber has no logarithm in the positive scale, if we are to proceed by logarithms, we must take the logarithm of the positive quantity -Ay, and say
and then y being found, we find d by the equation
Xd=XLm-Xg.gm.
This is the way I have generally proceeded since I discovered the above approximative formula of m ortality; b u t if we only consult this formula in order to find which it contains, which is the only part of it necessary to find C, € of the formula XL#=C 6*-X~1(ex.XgQ.w-h), we need not take the trouble to find go r the equations above put in the form Xg.gm= XLm -^Xd, Xy.^+w=XLM +w -X<Z, Xg.q^^xL^-Xd, multiplying the first and last together, we have
and squaring the middle, we have also
these put equal to each other, give (A l^-X d )X } and therefore
XLm. XLjn+2^-Xt?(XLW }"bXljm+2n) == (^^to+w )2 ; and consequently
Art. 6. The information which we have that the formula AL,=Ad-A-XAC-AyJ+tfA#), or its equal,
will for a long series of years, with d, g , g constant, be a values which the data afford, provided d, by taking x successively equal m, mthe limits of age through which the formula is meant to be applied, is a most valuable information; on account of the application of the above law to the most complicated intricacies which may be proposed, by means of what I consider rather a novel branch of mathematical investigation, which I term vital algorithm and analytical arithmetic of logarithms and anti-logarithms, in very complicated entanglements and disentanglements: for by the law of mortality we can get the value of L*, the number living at the age x, or of ~La+x, or their logarithms in a series of powers of x with very converging coeffi cients, as will be shown further on, and thence we can obtain a series of the values of La+* X L b+X X 1^+*, &c., however many lives there may b e ; or we may have the logarithms XLa+" X L^, xLc+" &c., to which if we add the logarithm of r*, say x into the logarithm of r, r being the present value of unity due in one year certain, at the proposed rate of interest, and deduct from this sum the sum of xLa-f-XLj-f >\.LC , &c., we shall have the logarithm of unity to be received in x years on the condition that all these proposed lives be in existence in x years time. And then finding the analytical expression for the anti-loga rithm of this, expressed by a series A0-j-A^-j-A2r 2 -f--f-&c., in which A" A2, As, &c. express a series of very converging terms, we have the present value of unity to be received in x years, and then by a Table to be presented in this tract of powers of numbers, and the sum of these numbers from x -1 to any proposed required limit, we can by multiplying the coefficients A" A2, As, &c., of the series A J} A2, A3, &c., which will be mostly very convergent coefficients, if not always, find the value of all the annual payments between any one time and any other; many examples of the ease of this method comparatively with the seemingly insurmountable difficulties which appear on these subjects, I hope to have time to lay before the reader, and to discuss many other branches which may be of interest. But not to keep the reader in suspense, I will -nx continue the subject referable to the formula \ix-d.g\ , where from any proposed value of x to any far greater value, d, g , g may be considered as consta so ; and now I will show how nearly the formula XL*=C£*-A-1(V\A2o . x -h) between the ages of 10 and 80 agrees with the Tables; and will then show how to find the constants of the equation from the commencement of life to extreme old age from the more complete formula
where from birth to extreme old age all the quantities except x are constant, but of interesting values, so that ftp* commences its significance at birth, and within less than one year decreases to total insignificance, but will never absolutely vanish; the term k(f also commences of significance at birth, but sinks gradually, and sinks into insigni ficance at the age of 20, and then and after becomes of so small value that the terms sink into entire insignificance; the te rm sC f and are values of significance from birth to extreme old age; the term p* is insignificant till * is equal about 8o' " but for analytical anticipation is of significance some years before," and then it slowly increases during the remainder of life*. The value / / is particularly interesting, because in the Carlisle Table it shows a surprising agreement with the stated mortality of children from the age of birth till the age of 1 year.
Art. 7. But now continuing with respect to the original formula of near proximity to the law of mortality ~Lx= d.g\ , where d, and g may for a long period be conside as constant, their values being dependent on the three selections of ages, and putting it in the form \ L x= \d -\-X g .q \ and using a new and useful notation with respect to logarithms, by writing underneath a letter whose logarithm is to be expressed the prostrate small l ,th u s j, to denote the common logarithm of to denote the Napierian logarithm of q, and the prostrate l in the reverse position, thus , to denote the number whose common logarithm is q, and q the number whose Napierian logarith have evidently from the equation AL*-
where the coefficients of x and its successive powers converge, in consequence of the ness of the Napierian logarithm of q, which in the Carlisle mortality that a very few terms of the series would be required, even if, for instance, the age a were 30, and we wished to know the value of AL80-T o use this theorem with advantage, we should be provided with a Table of the values of g.qa and of d for every value of «, the youngest life of the three selected lives which are the foundation of the values of d, , , their values being different according to the ages of selection; and if ALa+a,, AL6+*, ALe+*, &c. be, for the sake of example, as it was found by the above method, represented respectively by the converging series &c., &c., &c., it is evident on taking # = 0 , that AL0, aL6, &c. will be represented by A, B, C, &c.; and as the logarithms of the chances of the persons of the present ages , $, c, &c. living x years are respectively A A &c., rim logarithm of the chance of b living in x years, of c, &c. will be respectively 1A^+ 2Aa,2+ 3Aa:3, &c., 1B^+ 2B^2+ 3B^3, &c., 'G r+ 'C # 2 + '(V , &c.;
and if v be the value of unity discounted for one year, using to expiess its common logarithm, we shall have the logarithm of the present value of unity to be received in * But (x, though considered now to be constant, may show after cc is 100 that it is not absolutely so, though data are wanting to show the nature of its variability. s * + sS * x^+Sce., which will be a converging series.
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And if the annuity were intended to be entered on immediately, so that the first pay ment was to be in one year, and it was intended to continue as long as the joint lives continued, it would be written
and if this were to be an increasing annuity, continually increasing by the additions from year to year of the payment n, the #th payment would be 1 and the present value of that #th payment would be and a similar mode may be adopted for more complicated regulations of the payments from year to year.
And to m ake this simple theorem easily available for the calculations, it will be con venient to have a Table of powers of numbers increasing regularly in arithmetical pro gression, w ith the common difference of 1, from 1 to 100, of the annexed form, which I call the Collecting Table, and which will be found of immense service. Such, for instance, as the following exam ple; b u t a more extensive x, which may be necessary in some cases, we shall get very high numbers for X 1 the value of x x n; b u t these numbers, when m ultiplied by their coefficients, which will be very small, may not prevent th e series from converging.
A rt. 8. B ut the case renders a new arithm etical notation convenient, which will be explained further on, as only a few of the most significant figures will be required, and the rem ainder may be considered as noughts. This analysis does not only require the anti-Napierian logarithm to be taken of analytical expressions, but also the reversion of analytical expressions into N apierian logarithm s to be found; for if there be a series a- \-dx-j-cx2-j-dx3, &c. when the coefficients &, d, c, &c . are a converging series, the Napierian logarithm of it is the N apierian logarithm of a + (1 * + ; * » + |* * f ®°-) " i ( s * + i * * + 5 < ) + K « * + "^+ « * '' &C:) &C" for turning natural expressions into Napierian logarithms; and we also have for the reverse, namely, turning expressions of Napierian into anti-Napierian logarithms, B ,= A ,; B2= A 2+ i A ,B ,; B3= A 3+ i ( 2 A 2B1+ A ,B 2); B4= A 4+ j( 3 A 3B1+ 2 A 2Ba+ A 1Bs)) &c Art. 9. And now supposing the Napierian logarithm of the chances of persons now of the ages a, ( 3 ,y, &c. being living in x years be tu the theorem at the end of art. 8, that is to say, into analytical natural expressions corresponding to those Napierian logarithms, and that the value of those chances be respectively deducted from unity, they will represent the respective chances of their being extinct, and may be expressed by
and supposing the Napierian logarithms of these several multipliers # + 2p«#2+& c., l +^r -f 2^3, &c., be taken by the same theorem of art. 8, and that there be n persons of the above said ages a, |3, y, &c., and that the sum of these Napierian logarithms thus taken be repre sented by 1P < r + 2P#2+ 3P#3> &c., and that the product of the quantities p a, See., be represented by P ; then the present value of unity to be received in x years, provided all the persons before mentioned to be living are extinct, will be P#", multiplied by the anti-Napierian logarithm of ( r + 1P)#-f-2P^'2+ 3P#3, & c.; and if the anti-Napierian loga rithm be represented by l -p R^+ B^+ B s # 3, &c., the said value will be P.
x n-\ -P. I41n+1 -j-P. K2^"+2 -(-&c.
W e may execute the required calculations in this manner instead of adopting rules laid down by authors of solving such questions by aid of Tables of the values of annuities on single lives and two joint lives, and obtaining by an inaccurate interpolation the values of annuities of a larger number of joint lives, as there may be required many values of annuities on three joint lives, on four joint lives, and on more joint lives, which would not only require great labour, but leave very small confidence of an accurate result. And it is owing to this circumstance that, in addition to having a Table of the expres sions of the Napierian logarithm, for every age, of the chance of persons of any age living x years, I propose also, for every age, to have the Napierian logarithm of the quotient of the expression which gives the chance of a person of any age being dead divided by its first term, namely, x multiplied by the coefficient it has in the value of the chance, as in many cases such a Table will introduce great facility.
There are much more intricate cases for calculation, which the law of mortality enables us to overcome; I allude to annuities and assurances depending on conditions of survivorships among the party who are involved in the annuity. Now I observe, from having the Napierian logarithm of the chance of each individual surviving x years, or having the Napierian logarithm of the expression after it is divided by its first term, of the chance of his being dead, and adding the coefficients of all the first terms together, all the second terms together, &c., and finding the anti-Napierian loga rithm of the result, and multiplying this by all the first terms, which were directed to divide the various chances, we have the natural value of the chances compounded out of them.
Art. 10. Previously to proceeding, I venture to introduce a notation which I have found convenient with respect to vital algorithm, as the theory, and the application of it to important objects, introduces very large numbers, and also extremely small fractions, of which, in both cases, there is only a necessity to attend to a very few of the significant figures: thus, suppose we had the number 89T654321, and that it answered for suffi cient accuracy only to consider the number as 898000000, I would write it 898 (6); by the (o) I mean the six noughts which are not written down; and if we had the deci mal fraction *00000000763, in which eight noughts occur before the significant figure, 1 would write it (8)763; and if these two quantities had to be multiplied togethei, 1 should write it 898(^6)x (8)763; and (8)763 consists of eleven places of decimals, and 8 9 8 x 7 6 3= 685174; and this, if four significant figures were sufficient, I would write 6852(2); to which add (6), we have 6852 8;; and adding to the left QT), as ® 763 signifies *00000000763, the product will stand (11)6852(8), and would signify that three figures to the right are to be cut off as a decimal, and that the pioduct is 6*852, because eleven places of decimals, including the first significant figure being multiplied by 10u, leaves 11 -8 three places of decimals; and if we had to add to (0)23, it would be ^g } = 6 8 -5 4 3 ; and so of other cases. The great use of this notation will appear in the construction of the Collecting Table, and its application to the analytical anti-Napierian logarithms. The algorithm of vital statistics introducing the necessity of intricate entanglements of common and Napieiian lo&ant m Napierian logarithms, and reverses of those operations in analytical expression, it expedient to enter more particularly on the nature of logarithms than ias cc n done. In the first place, I observe that it is usual to consider the logarithm of a posi tive quantity and a negative quantity the sam e; thus, suppose g were a positive number greater than 1, its logarithm would be positive, and the logarithm of this logarithm might be written the logarithm of the logarithm of g ; but if g were a positive number less than unity, its logarithm would be negative; and then KKg, if X stood for the loga rithm of, and Xkg for the logarithm of the logarithm of, would have no meaning in the positive scale of logarithms. This distinction I did not notice in the notation in my paper of 1825, though, properly, the notation ought to have been, as g was found to be a positive number less than 1, X(-Kg); but I did not neglect in my calculation to attend to the consequence; because, till the value of g is known as to its being less or greater than unity, there is a convenience, but only to be adopted with care, in writing XKg.
In this paper, as has been already explained, I use the prostrate small , thus _=>, with the loop upwards, the first to denote the Napierian logarithm of, the second the common logarithm o f; and with the loop downwards, thus «=-to represent the antiNapierian logarithm of, and the anti-common logarithm ; and =_ would mean the common logarithm of the Napierian logarithm of, if they are placed horizontally in the line on the left of a character; thus -=><=-x would signify the common logarithm of the Napierian logarithm of x ;but if placed below the character, which may b more convenient, thus x, would signify the common logarithm of the Napierian loga- _5 " rithm of x, and x would signify the common logarithm of minus the Napierian logarithm of x.
Art. 11. I t appears now time to show how to use the original formula Tix-d . g f , in order to reduce it into a form for practice, and which may be written c _ L^=^+^l +^+ | 2^+ 2 7 3 -^3-f-&c.), where <=-, whether put to the left of a character or below it, stands for the Napierian logarithm of, and q, ^ ^ g|3, &c., multiplied by g , stand for the x, x 2, a?3, &c. in the development of =-.L* ; and I add, with respect to any function ax + bof+ cx3, &c., we would represent the anti-Napierian logarithm of it by l-j-^i# +^S ! a;2+&}#3> &c. The value of these coefficients will be different according as the values d, g, q are different, which values, from what has been stated, will diffe every selection used in the vital rule of three of the three lives, as, though they have for a long period in every selection the appearance of constancy, they are not absolutely constant; and I observe, that I use the same notation for the development of the value of <=_L# in the more perfect formula which I have given, namely,
but I should state the formula to which I here refer is >L,=Cg -^((fq. x -But the formula I now state is more convenient for ultimate reduction; but the difference of the two being while _= stands for the common logarithm of, and -=> for the anti-common logarithm of, in the formula referred to, the values of C, Jc, Jc, are not the same in this as in that, but would be, if multiplied by the Napierian logarithm of 10; and I will begin by showing the great use which even the original formula may be, though d, £, g are, instead of being absolute constants, quantities very slowly variable from one selection of three lives to another; though it is not equally valuable in point of accuracy to the improved formula, where all the quantities except are constant from birth to -,qX extreme old age. And now, reverting to the formula , and observing that in the Carlisle mortality the selection of the three ages may be distant from each other by even 30 years, being 10, 40, 70, we obtain a very efficiently-useful formula, although in some cases, though rarely, L, given by the formula, and L , of M ilne, may even differ two years; but still, the proportion of the chances of living to those ages given by each will be but a small per cent, of each other. W hen the selection is 10, 40, 70, we have <=_^, the Napierian logarithm of d =8 *8833; <=-q or q, the Napierian will the chance of a person of the age_p hying years, and the chance the four per sons of the ages a, b, c, e being every one surviving in x years, be exactly the same. This circumstance had induced the learned Professor A ugustus D e M organ, w en commenting on the theorem L which was given by me in the Philosophical Transactions in the year 1825, and the ingenious Mr. Sprague, and others who appre ciated it, and philosophically felt pleasure in b e sto w in g praise where they thoug r . men was due for the discovery of a useful theorem, with good analytical judgment to observe, that if the theorem were true through life, the value of annuities on any number of joint lives might be with ease obtained, which would be a most beautiful and useful property.
But, as I have shown in my paper of 1825, and here more fully illustrated, those values can only be considered as approximative constants for a limited period, though that period is very long, and whilst x increases from 0 to have shown in that paper, in the Carlisle Tables; and having in that paper expressly stated and shown that they were not absolutely constant, but depend on the ages of the three selected lives, it need not cause surprise that the theorem does not serve for that useful purpose; because j?, determined by the equation qa-{-qb-\-qc-\-qe= qp, would come out so much larger than the limits of the applicability of these first-found constants, that, if the method availed, it would be a contradiction to the assertion that the elements were variable, as any one may convince himself; but there are cases easily pointed out where the ages may be so taken as to afford a result by the theorem approximatively true.
But this observation does not deprive the theorem of very great and serviceable value; but to make it extensively available it will require a Table for every age a of the constants d, g, q, varying from on ci-L -C . <=-(<$*.^-h appears still more valuable, which has the same constants for every age, from birth to extreme old age, and which, from the age of about 10 to 80, will take the simpler form
in consequence of the portions, ftp*, kef and between these limits being insignificantly small.
W hen the differences of the selected ages are only instead of 80 years assumed further on 20 years, that is, when difference n = 20, and if m be 60, that is, if the youngest in the selection be respectively 10, 20, ... 60, we have, for 8 -8 1 2 7 -{-2 2 2 7 9 + -0 0 6 6 2 * + ® 9 7 9 9 5 ® !+ © 9 9 2 4 « 3+(8)75a;14-(10)44®s+ (l2 )2 * 6}.
8 -8 1 2 7 -{ -1 7 4 6 8 + -0 0 7 7 4 4 3 a :+ © 1 7 1 6 7 8 r!+ © 2 5 3 7 tf3+ © 2 8 1 2 ;r4+ ® 2 4 « 5+ ( l l ) 2^} .
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8 -5 5 3 4 -{ -1 6 4 7 0 + -0 1 2 6 9 6 £ + © 4 8 9 4 3^+ @ 1 2 5 8^+ © 2 4 2 4 * 4+ ® 3 7 3 8 ® 5+ @ > 48 £ li}-8 -7 4 1 8 6 -{ -5 4 1 3 4 + -0 3 3 9 3 0 x + © 1 0 5 1 x 2+ @ 2 1 8 8 2 6 x ,+ © 339G a;4+ © 4 2 3 a,'5+(10)44;C 6}-W here observe were a, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and were x taken in each case = 0 , the above expression would be respectively the values of c_L10, <=-L20, c=_L30, c_L40, c_LS0, c=.L6o, which would become 8*9343-*160927=8*77337; 8*9374-22279=8*71462; 8*8127 -17468=8*3887; 8*6409-*10888=8*5320; 8*5534-*16470=8*3887; 8*74186 -*54134=8*20052: the reader is already informed that the symbol, for instance, (8)3738, signifies, *000000003738.
Art. 12. And now returning to the assumed formula
of which, in the case of the Carlisle mortality, I have already given the value of C, e, and putting C£*-XL^=M.r, we shall have the equation and consequently
and using the vital rule of three, that is to say, selecting three values of x to find the three unknown quantities e, h, and £0, say x = m , # = m + w , x~m -{-2n, v>e three equations, em +n(m+ n-h).Xq< , = M»+». e"+!"(»s+ 2b -/<) ■ tyo=
Multiply the first and third of the equations together, and square the second, and we shall have by reduction, putting that is, that is, consequently and therefore
and m, n, ALO T , XLO T +M , ALm +2M being taken from the Table for because AM^, &c. is negative, and therefore we cannot take its logarithm. Now having found h and e, we find q0 from the equation which will give
and taking for m and n 20 and 30 respectively, which will give the data for the selec tion (by the vital rule of three) 20, 50, 80, we are to expect, if the theorem is an approximation to the law of mortality, th at it will very nearly agree with the Tables of mortality for every age, from the age of 20 to 80, which, by the example I am about to give, will be found to be the case. And to proceed, from having found AC=-59461, A£=I-999746, we have AC€2°= -589443; AC€50= -581882; AC€80= :57431;
.% C€20= 3*88631; Cg50= 3-81882; . 3-75249, Carlisle. Milne.
X.
Carlisle. Milne.
Carlisle. Milne. Table, from the age 10 years to the age 80, that is to say, for seventy years in continuance, appears strongly demonstrative of the near proximity of the above formula to the law of m ortality; and from the uniformity of the progression being evident, which uniformity in M ilne's Table does not equally appear, gives reason for a preference for the number deduced from the law, to those of M iln e's Table, for adoption. But it will appear that notwithstanding this agreement of the result of the formula whose constants C, S, e, h, are obtained, the first two of them from the values of in the two formulae in my paper of 1825, which treats of the formula ~Lx-d.g\ , the one being obtained by the vital rule of three, by the selection of the three ages 20, 40, 60, the other by the selection 60, 80, 100, and the other three constants, namely by help of those constants C, €, by only three selected ages at thirty years' distance from each other, namely the ages 20, 50, 80; and though the vital rule of three is here constructed on a more recondite analysis than the form er; still that uniformity and that interesting coin cidence does not subsist with ages less than 10, nor with ages above 80, and especially for ages from birth to the age of a few m onths; because the more correct formula seems to require three additional terms discoverable by investigation. These I find to be of the form ft ft, Jax, p f , where ft, ;s, J c, s, interesting values, that I feel it proper to draw the reader's attention to their values, their effects, and the mode of the discovery of them. The effect of the first, ft ft, com mences at birth in its greatest value, but at the expiration of one month sinks to com parative insignificance, and before the end of one year leaves no appreciable signs of its existence; the second, Jcf, arises in its effect with birth, but continu effect till the age of about 21 in the Carlisle mortality, and then and after, through the remainder of life, becomes of total insignificance; and the third term does not come into appreciable effect for calculating the number of living till the age of about 80; though for anticipating the number of living which will result from some age to ages above 80, for the purpose of calculation, its effect cannot be overlooked when the age from which the anticipation is necessary is some years less than 80. And the methods of finding those constants which I have adopted will now be explained. Paying atten tion only to the additional function the formula will stand Jcf-XL* -j--K*; put this = y K g for the sake of brevity, and we shall have and in order to have two equations for the purpose of finding Jc and y s, take for x the two ages of a 0, that is, the age of birth, and that is, the age of one month, and we have the two where the equations may be considered which will give an easy means of regularly finding the value of L,, the number of per sons living out of the number L0, the number taken for the birth, as a base, for every year of age to 100, or beyond that if the accuracy can be depended on beyond 100; and, what will be interesting to the reader in favour of the formula, it will give the number agreeing with M ilne's Table living for the monthly portions of the deaths of children below one year of age with a very satisfactory agreement, considering that per fect accuracy in M ilne's Table cannot be expected to exist, owing to the scanty means he could have had for that purpose. In a paper I presented for consideration to the fourth section of the International Statistical Congress, already referred to, held during the week commencing on 16 th July last, " On the one uniform Law of Human Mortality from the age of Birth to extreme old age, and on the Law of Sickness," which was honoured by its publication among its reports, I only offered hints, without the abstruse mathe matical portions being brought forward of this paper which I am venturing to offer to this Society; which I felt was partly a duty I had to perform; namely, to add my small services to the Congress; especially in consequence of the insufficient state of my health ever since and before I attempted to search into my former published and unpublished papers on the interesting subject of Vital Statistics, and useful Application of the Results, with a view to improve, and add matter of interest to the subject; which I flatter myself I had treated on with some approbation from the scientific public ; and being doubtful if I should be able to offer even the paper I had so far completed for the approbation of the Society, I therefore feel satisfied that my having given these slight hints will not be a cause to render this attempt to bring these few pages before the Society unaccept able, especially as, since the hints were written, I think I have discovered a greatly improved form of the formula of mortality, and a more satisfactory one. The formula of mortality which in these hints was given was A L^ constant+ ke?-.x-nqx-Ŷ P* being = 0 .
where all the values on the right-hand side of the equation are constant except from birth to extreme old age, including 0, w, and u ; and 0 very nearly I said unity, which value it was taken; but I stated I thought it could not be exactly unity, the reason for which doubt was that P* having been put for the common logarithm of the number whose common logarithm is 0, raised to the power w"X[x~v\ if 0 were exactly 1, the number whose common logarithm is 0 would be exactly 10, and the equation, of which the aforesaid equation is the logarithm, would be L,=constant X X X Dp* > A, B, C, D being constants, and A"1 P ,= 1 0^ and it appeared to me that nature could not be governed by the conventional notation of the decimal arithmetic.
Art. 14. In the paper presented to the International Congress, I gave a Table, resulting from the above formula, of persons living to the extent of life, from birth to the age of 100, and for the age of 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, and 12 months, which appeared to 53^ me very satisfactory; but I do not repeat that Table here, as I have given a Table  from what I consider the improved form ula: but I gave in that paper the values for the four cases, namely, Carlisle, Northampton, Sweden, and De Parcieux, of the aforesaid valuable constants of the formula just stated, and there alluded t o ; in this I mean to subjoin the results for tables of mortality of constants for the last three places, which are satisfactory in my opinion. But I am not able to say if, before this goes to press, I shall be able to give the results which an investigation of the constants in the for mula, which I consider an improvement of the other, will give for the last three morta lities.
Art. 15. The term 'expectation of life' in common use is not applied to that which I should call the orthodox expectation of life, and therefore, not venturing to discard the usual adoption of it, I will introduce the term orthodox expectation of life for that term of years to which it is an equal chance whether a person of a given age shall reach or n o t; and I observe, if the Napierian logarithm of the chance of a person of a given age living x years beyond that age be represented by lK x + 2A#2-j-3 A x 3 -{-&c., which will be a nega tive quantity, this must be put = -*691472, namely, Napierian logarithm of -J. And the value of x which will result from that equation is that which I call the orthodox expec tation of life of that person; and if there be any number of joint lives, and the sum of the Napierian logarithms of the chances of each separately living x years be repre sented by 1 A #+ 2A#2+ 3A#3+ &c., if this be put == -*691472, namely, the Napierian logarithm of -J, the value of x, which this equation will give, will be the period beyond the present to which the joint existence of those joint lives has an equal chance of attaining or not attaining; and as the coefficients 1 A, 2A, 3A are very con verging, a very few terms will be sufficient, perhaps merely the first term ; and if there be two separate combinations of joint lives, which I will call the A combination and the B combination, and the Napierian logarithm of the chance of the A combination lasting x years be represented by A .# + 2A#2+ 3A,r3-]-&c., and that of the B combina tion lasting x years be represented by 1 B#-f-2B.r2-{-3B,r3, &c., then if these two be equal to each other, and x comes out positive and not beyond the limit of the accuracy of the theorem, x will be the term to which it is an equal chance of one combination in parti cular surviving or not surviving the o ther; but should x come out negative, that term of years does not exist within the limits at least of accuracy of the theorem.
Art. 16. I f there be two sets of lives, which I will call the A combination and the B combination, and the separate chances of their existing x years be respectively repre sented by 1 + iA # + 2A#2+ 3A..£3+ & c., and l + ,B # + 2B#2+ 3B3rJ-f &c.
respectively, then the chance that the B combination shall fail during the continuance of the A combination, and between the periods t -a given quantity to t -x^ will be the fluent of (1 + 1 A,r+ 2A#2-j-3A x 3 &c .)x -fluxion of (1B # + 2B#2+ 3B#3, &c.) between those limits, because the fluxion of the discontinuance is minus the fluxion of the continuance, that is to say, that chance is equal to .^7 3, &c.), where !K = 2 2B + 1A 1B ; 2K = 3 3B -f 2 1A2B -j-2A *B ; 3K = 4 4B + o !A .3B + 2 2A .2B-f-3A'B ; 4K = 5 5B + 4 1A .4B -j-32A .3B + 2 AA^B-pA.TJ;
where the law of continuation is evident. And the chance that the combination A failed previously to the failure of the combination B, is the fluent of (1A t+ 2Aa'2+ 3Ao;3, &c.)(1Bx +2* &c.), which evidently is the excess of the chance of the combination of B failing inde pendently of any connecting A, above the chance of the combination B failing whilst the combination A exists, and thus we may proceed to successive additional cases of con ditional contingencies with respect to more combinations. Now it is observable that in consequence of the great convergency of the coefficients *A, 2A, 3A, &c., and of !B, 2B, 3B, &c., and of the small values of *A and !B, except very shortly after birth, which result from what has been previously stated, if all of them, except *A, !B, be considered as nothing, unless x be very great, the first value will be very nearly expressed by the first term -!B .# -t, because hA.fB is small of the second degree; and the second value in a similar way, for a long period in which it shall occur that both combinations fail, is very nearly ■lAjBj.ar*-tf2, giving an equal chance which shall have failed first; and this is a generalization of Mr. Morgan's hypothesis of two lives only, which enabled him to solve questions respecting the lives of three persons A, B, C, contingent on the life or death of A, provided B and C be both dead, involving contingencies of survivorship between them. But that this law cannot accurately exist for any possible continuous law of mortality, I have proved in my paper of 1825, unless of the form L where e\ e', e are'constant quantities at pleasure, and a the age, and which, in an extreme case of e differing infinitely little from unity, is reducible into the form L a= g '-g"a, if g'= e!-e \ and e* and e" being infinitely large, differing from each other by a finite quantity, and s infi nitely small, and in consequence g" a finite quantity. But with respect to the two com binations generally-(and thus is found the chance of one combination failing during the continuance of the other combination, or of its failing after the continuance of the other combination, and this is evidently considerably more general than the cases of Messrs. M organ, B ailt, and M ilne, in which there are only three lives concerned,)-I observe that they will give useful practical solutions however many lives are concerned, and however complicated the conditions of survivorships may be between them, whereas it may be a question if the solutions of those gentlemen, whose memory I respect, are at all practical; especially when there are only tables of single and two joint lives at hand. I therefore consider that the solutions I had given to those three-lived questions, and to questions of more lives, in my Tract of 1820, to which I refer the reader, which were to be derived from calculated Tables of annuities, are worthy of the attention of 4 D scientific inquirers. For instance, the first of them and the following, in which, instead of there being only three lives concerned, there are any num ber: the first question of those gentlemen is to find the value of the assurance of the life of A provided in the lifetime of B and C ; and my solution, expressed in the notation of that paper, is as follows:--p representing one year, if the tables are calculated for annual payments; n the period from which the assurance is to commence; m the period to which the assurance is to continue; r the present value of unity due in one year certain at the rate of interest involved in the question; then the value calculated from the Table of annuities for every unity assured, the present ages of A, B, C being <2, b, c respectively, is
b, c ***by c an extremely small and insignificant quantity being neglected. Art. 17. This, with Tables calculated for two joint lives, and the annuities for those interpolated from them, instead of being impracticable, as the other solutions are, will be found perfectly simple and easy. And in my second Tract, namely that of 1825, I gave Tables for calculating the values of annuities at any likely rate of mortality to be adopted, and at any rate of interest, and applicable when the lives are subject to different rates of mortality, and the same theorem for the value of assurance, mutatis m u t a n d i s , however many lives B, C, D, E, &c. are proposed to be jointly living at the death of A. And with regard to art. 7 of the paper of 1825, I will only in this place direct the reader to my solution to the question, which is one of the more intricate nature of those given, and solved by those gentlemen. The question being the value of the assurance on the first death of A and B, which shall be second or third of the deaths which shall happen of the three lives A, B, C, my solution to this question in my first paper is simply that is, half the sum of the assurances of B, of A, of B, C, of A, C, less the assurance of the joint lives A, B, C, all of which are easily computed. This solution, when I obtained it, seemed to me so enormously superior to those which those learned gentlemen had given to it, that I found it necessary to show my readers that they depended on the same principles, by reducing the portions of my solutions to the portions of the earlier solutions; and the remaining questions of that section are of a similar superiority to the earlier solutions.
Art. 18. But in making this remark I wish to express myself indebted to those gentle men for their labours, whose names remain honoured in the memory of scientific persons who have cultivated different branches of science, and to state I allude to the comparison that my readers may follow an improved path if they meet with one, and to remind those who may follow with benefit for science others who have trodden down the aspe rities of the path to repay with gratitude the benefit they have received, and not in self-conceit to forget that a dwarf on a giant's shoulders may see a more extended pro spect of beauties than the giant could; and hoping to be excused for this digression I will proceed by observing that the best way of solving intricate questions relative to the value of life interest, may not at all be, as is usual, to have recourse to the value of life annuities. W ith respect to the expression given above, namely the fluent of (1 -f 1Ajv-J-2A#2+ 3A#3, &c.) x -fluxion of (l+ M to-P B #2, &c.), and the one which follows, I observe that if in the two sets of combinations of lives all the lives of the combination A were required to be living, and a specified number of specified persons of the combination B were also required to be living, and the assurance is to be on the failure of the remaining portion of joint lives in the B combination, pro vided all the lives of the A combination and all the lives specified of the B combination were also living, then the solution would be the same, with the exception that all those specified lives of the B combination must first be transferred to the A combination; this must be evident; but it is mentioned that in case with respect to the B combination only a certain number specified, without specification of which lives of the B combination, are to be living, the question may be solved with this difference, that the sum of all the values must be taken which will occur by the various modes of withdrawing the specified number from the B combinations; but there are cases where a less laborious mode may apply.
Art. 19. But returning to the originally expressed combinations A and B, suppose it were required to find the value of an insurance of unity on the failure of the combina tion B, provided it happened during the continuance of the combination A. Let the ex pression 1 + 1 A x + 2A r5-f-3A x 3, S e c., instead of representing, as before, the a logarithm of the sum of all the Napierian logarithms of the chances of existence of the different lives separately in the combination A, now represent the anti-Napierian loga rithm of that sum, having the coefficient of the first power of increased by the Na pierian logarithm of the present value of unity due in one year at the rate of interest to be involved in the calculation, then the fluent of the expression (1 -f 1 A #+ 2A#2-f 3A#3, &c.) X (-'B i -2 . 2B .ri-3 . 3Bx% &c.), instead of being the chance of a failure of the combination B between the given period and x during the continuance of the combination A, will be the present value of unity payable on that event taking place, and so of others. For instance, if only three lives of the present ages a, b, c were concerned, then the value of the assurance on the life A it happened in the lifetime of B and C, which is the first of art. 0 in my paper of 1820, would be solved th u s: supposing the present ages of A, B, C to be , b , , and the Napierian logarithms of Lg-p# La+# Xig L$ to be respectively A^+ A^+ A g # 3-}-See., B^-j -B^+ B g # 3 Sec., C 1# + C 2 # 2+ Q , r }+ Sec., and the Napierian logarithm of the present worth of unity certain in one year to be find the anti-Napierian logarithm of fluents, &c., may be effected. As a simple example, suppose there were three separate com binations of lives, which I will call A, B, C combinations of lives, and it be required to find the value of an assurance on the failure of the C combination after the failure of the B combination, the A combination having failed previously, provided that failure should happen during certain given periods. First, find by the method above the analy tical value of the contingency that the B combination shall fail after a given time, the combination A having failed previously; and suppose this to be K -f-1K^+ 2K^2+ &c.; and having found the anti-Napierian logarithm of !K 2K 3K
1 + K x + K^+ K^3' &C'' and having found the Napierian logarithm of the separated chances of every life in the combination B being living, and added the sum to the Napierian logarithm of *K 2K i + -K^+ i r^> &c-> and having found the anti-Napierian logarithm of this sum, and multiplied this by K, call this H + 1Ha'+ 2H^2+ W , &c., then on multiplying minus the fluxion of this by the anti-Napierian logarithm sum of all logarithms of the separate chances of each life in the combination C being living, increased by §x (previously g being the Napierian logarithm of the value of u certain due in one year at the rate of interest to be involved in the calculation), the fluent of this will give the value required, and will not require many terms of the result ing series, which I represent by CONNECTED WITH HUMAN MORTALITY.
t being the period of commencing of the assurance. Art. 20. And much more intricate cases may occur in valuations of property offered to the public and to reversionary companies. But instead of in this place dwelling on the intricacies which may occur, I will refer to art. 5 of my paper of 1820 with respect to calculations referring to the formulae of the convenient notation there used, 
when a ? = l, where E a>w, E 4>n, &c. denote the chances of persons of the ages a , &c. being living in n years, and DU j n, n the chances of their being then dead; and in consequence E a>» + D a>a = l , E 4>m+ D s>m= 1, &c., the x attached to the E being supposed = 1 , but only introduced, as , to point out, by its exponent in the development, the various combinations of persons on which the annuities are to be calculated, if, previously to the development, J)a > D4 » be expunged by the equations Da)M = l -E a>w, B But had we introduced 3/, also a representative of 1, and written the expression
and not expunged D, the exponents of x and y in the developments would represent the combinations and connexions of the various cases which would occur of peisons bring and persons dead in connexion with each other in the time n ; so that if we chose to ha\ c Tables constructed on a certain number of the persons being dead of the whole number, we might have a variety of modes of calculating the value of life contingencies, instead ot being dependent on the value of joint lives; but I do not mention this by any means as a recommendation, but quite the contrary. But if Tables ot the reversions of annuities enjoyed by any number of joint lives were calculated, they would in many cases be more convenient than the value of annuities on joint lives; as, for instance, if we had to find the reversion of an annuity on three lives now aged , b, c, we should only have to search the Table of the reversion on three joint lives, and we should have the value at once: but if the calculation were to be made by methods above, and we represent the anti-Napierian logarithm of the present expression, as we did that of the former expres sion, by 1S< r + 2S^2+ 3S^3, &c., the present value of the annuity of which the first payment is to be in the time w, and the last in the time z, will be represented by the expression where it may be observed that if the condition of the deaths, say of a, |3, y, did not enter the question, this formula ought to be the same as the first, which would require P to be 1, which may appear a paradox; but the paradox is solved if we consider the con dition would be the same if they entered in the question or not, if they could not die; that is to say, if p a, &c., and consequently P be = 1 . Then, by means of the Collecting Table, the value of the above series will be given.
Art. 21. The valuation by the old methods of annuities depending on such compli cations, by the aid of Tables of only two joint lives, as the value of the annuities on three, four, five, &c. joint lives can only be obtained from them by very troublesome interpolations of very inaccurate results, evidently calls for an improved method. For instance, if the annuity depended on the joint existence of three lives of the present ages of a, b, c after the existence of all the lives d, e, f . the labour and insu point of accuracy of that mode of valuation will immediately appear; because, the chance of each of them individually being living in x years being for the sake of ease represented by a, b, c, d, e, f respectively, by multiplying out at length the chance of the conditions required being fulfilled, that chance will be then represented by abcab ce -abed-abcf-\-abced+ abefe -f abefd-abedef.
I t appears that by the old methods, with only Tables of two joint lives, we should have to interpolate the value of one of three annuities of three joint lives, three of four dif ferent annuities of four joint lives, three of five different annuities of five joint lives, and one annuity of six joint lives, and the results of every one of these interpolations would be inaccurate.
Art. 22. On special risk, considered with respect to single lives, and on many lives in connexion; and the valuation of certain contingencies; and of property depending on those contingencies and under influential connexion; I am not aware whether or not any one has gone before me on this important subject; but I have not, in my official practice in the science of assurance, lost sight of its existence. And to draw the reader's atten tion at once to the subject, I will suppose we had the two problems to consider-the first, to assure a sum on the extinction of the coexistence of two coexistent lives A, B, com monly called two joint lives, that is, to be payable at the death of the first of the two f them which may die; and the other problem, to assure the like sum on the death of A in particular, provided it happens in the lifetime of B.
Then if A and B were of equal age, and both subject to the same law of mortality, without any speciality, the value of the assurance in the first case would be just double of that in the second case, for however long or however short the assurance might be. But if A and B were both sailors, continually together in the same ship, the common risk for each by risk of shipwreck, &c. would equally attach to each; and if the assurance were only for a few hours, say, for instance, for one voyage from Dover to Calais, so that the risk for time, were insignificant with respect to the common unin fluenced risk ; there then would be only to be considered the risk for each not to escape the consequence of the w reck; but the chances would now come into play, of all on board being lost, of none being lost, or of a portion, and what portion of them being lo st; and that the portion lost were the two A and B, or only one of them, and which one that might be, which might depend on the powers of each for swimming; but should the chance be th at the wreck, if it happened, would cause the death of both A and B, then the assurance for the period of the intended voyage on the death of one of them only, of both, or of one in particular named, of this in the lifetime of the other, would be all the same. This is but one case of specialities, and specialities of influences of risks. And perhaps there are very few cases of assurances and valuations connected with con joint lives, if any, or even of single, with reference to affections which may arise from climate, localities, epidemics, endemics, ancestorial influences, &c., and also epochs, which are not affected by speciality; but though the subject may be very interesting, I have not in this paper entered largely on it, but will only now touch on a portion of it which may be found by my readers well worthy of their attention. Suppose by the common law of mortality, uninfluenced by any speciality, out of the number of the age , repre sented by L a,there would be living in x years the num any period become subject to an extra risk of death during an infinitely small time, t=ccx, where a may, as the case may be, be either a constant quantity or a function of x ; then it is evident La+4f will not be the number of them living in x years; and to find what that number would be, suppose it represented by M*; then its fluxion M" on the supposition that the lives of the then existing number were not deteriorated by the pre-existence of those specialities to that period, would evidently be But it is to be observed that this supposition is not necessarily tenable, but it would be so in case the circumstance of speciality was transient after the moment of its opera tio n ; such, for instance, if it were a wreck at sea, leaving no effects; and therefore I shall at present only consider the case when the hypothesis is tenable. And resuming the equation, we have and supposing ct to be constant, that is to say, supposing the circumstance of speciality to cause a constant instantaneity of effect, we shall have c"M o=c-L and therefore if n ' represent the number whose Napierian logarithm is 1, that is, if s' be put for <=-l, then, because M0= L fl, we have Ms+, = L a+, X S -" .
I f a were very small, which would be the case if the speciality depended on the risk of death by shipwreck, which might be but 1 or 2 per cent, per annum to a sailor either always at sea or occasionally at sea, then the above expression would give M0+*, the number out of L a living who would be living in x years --La+a1 X 4 C C • X' Art. 23. No. 1. This Table of Napierian Logarithms of persons living at every Age according to M iln e's Carlisle Mortality will be found useful; I have therefore given it.
x Age.
x Age. Art. 24. In applying the formula L,, the Napierian logarithm of the number of per sons living at the age x, = C£ -j---I c e ? -c-(e*.xto the useful purposes to which it is serviceable, it stands in need of reduction into another, for which might be represented an expression like A -f -f Cx2 + D^3, &c.;
but such a form might not have the converging property requisite for the purpose required if x were a large num ber: but if a represent a certain age, and the age to which the law were meant to apply were represented by a-\-x instead of , then the formula would stand^L a+:=C£a+*+ l/clia+*+foa+* -^( e a+* X a + a^X^q 0) +^a+% and would admit of the terms of each member to stand in the above form of , , with given converging coefficients, and each of the members of the last equation would be convertible into a converging series for most or all the values which x would be required to have; and therefore the right side of the last equation, which would consist of all the developments together, would form a series, as above, which would be convenient, and might be expressed by A o + A^-j-A^-f A3^3-f-&c.;
and the Napierian logarithm of the number of persons living at the age a would be represented by the first term A0 of that series; and the Napierian logarithm of -j -2, that is, of the chance of a person now of the age a being living in x years, would be because £a+* is = A xx -f -A 2x2 + -j -&c., because S, the Napierian €, is very small, and a very few terms of the above series will be sufficient. Similarly, f will be
and if x is equal to or greater than one, would be of perfectly insignificant value, and omissible. I may observe that e*«=s"X ( l + s 1x + ijftf2+ A i^ &c') is a very convergent series; and if a be equal to 20 in the Carlisle mortality, or abo\e that value, would be of insignificant value, and the term which depends on it omissible, in like manner the term ^/.va+*, depending on , wrhich is = r°X (l+^ar+5 &c')'
will be converging, and will be insignificant whilst is less than 80, but will be significant when a-\-x is greater than 80.
4 e 2
It remains now to consider the important term <=-{ea+* which for abbre viation I call Ma+J.; and putting h-a-w , we get But here it is to be observed, that if a be equal to one year or more, the term affected with (& is insignificant; and whilst a-\-x is less than 80, in the Carlisle mortality, for instance, the term affected with v is insignificant; and when a is as great as 20, the term affected with e is insignificant; which observation shows that though the values of 'A0, 'Aj, *A2 appear intricate, only some of the terms for any value of a come into play in them, and that the values have much more simplicity than is apparent, without taking that circumstance into consideration. And, for instance, when is between 20 and 80, or even between about 10 and 80, a being no tless than 10, in the Carlisle Table, there will only be in the values of ' A0, *A" *A2, &c. the terms affected with € and e ; and when a is as great as 80, there will be only the terms affected with g, e, and v, as those affected with ,s and g will be of total insignificance. And meanwhile it will be easy to have a Table calculated for where A0, A" A2 will be determined by the methods explained by the conditions of the problem. If we wish to have the present value of the sum due to every yearly payment between the values m and n of #, we have, according to our notation, to find the sum of the series A0 ni#p-|-A,. n #p+1-j-A2 #p+3+ A 3 #p+4, where signifies, when applied to the term # for instance, the sum mp+ m + l \ -\-m-\-2\ up to np inclusively of and I therefore give a Table ( This Table for the collection of powers given does not go to the extent which may be required in complicated cases, though it may be sufficient, for instance, for finding the value of an annuity on several joint lives, or incases not vei) much moie intricate, but when the powers required of # are much higher than this Table comprehends, it wi not be difficult, but, on the contrary, very easy to find the sum of these high powers o T the series 1, 2, 3, &c. from the well-known theorem that * a,p= l p+ 2 p-f 3p-f-&c. #p by the well-known theorem that the sum is equal to
p .p-\ .p -2 * 273.4.5 "P-3 , I P ' P -l 'P~2 .p -S.p-4 X + 6' 2.3.4.5.6.7 Xp~\ &C., as very few of the terms will be sufficient, perhaps only the first term, or the two first terms, or the three first terms, in which several cases the theorem will stand 1p-J-2p+ 3p+ &e.. . . xp , respectively equal to
And to explain why high powers may be required, I may first mention that the yearly payments which the question may require to be made may not all require to be of the same value, but of values depending on the time in which they are to be made, or in other words, some function of x : if, for example, the payments were uniformly to increase as # increased from one to two, to three, &c., and if the corresponding payments were to be one pound, two pounds, three pounds, &c., then each term of the series A-j-B^+C^*2, &c. which would express the function of the value required for every value of x from 1 to x, to be summed, would have to be multiplied by , and so be changed by that multiplier into A x + B#2-J -Cx3 + & c.; and the conditions relative to the yearly payment such as to introduce multiplications of much higher powers of x. And in complicated questions, even when the complication is not great, as for instance in the case which may not unlikely occur, to find the present value of the reversion of an annuity to be granted to the joint lives A, B after the longest life of five other given lives, C, D, E, F, G ; were this to be attempted by the method given by authors by Tables of joint lives, even though we might have Tables of the value of any number of joint lives for every age (which we have not, and in consequence of not having such Tables very insufficient inter polations are to be had recourse to), the labour would be very great.
We should have, simple as the question appears by its enunciation, to search for the value of thirty-two annuities, of which one would be on two joint lives, six on three joint lives, ten on four joint lives, ten on five joint lives, five on six joint lives, and one on seven joint lives; but if the question were to be solved by the method explained, we should only have to find, by inspection of the Collecting Table, if it extended to those high powers, severally the sums of the several progressions severally multiplied by coefficients, say A,, A2, A3, &c., found without much trouble from the conditions of the question, such values, A1? A2, A3, &c., being of series converging so swiftly that a few terms which the multiplication produced would be sufficient.
And in the operation we should find the notation I have proposed useful, as for instance to write (5)234, 789(6), for *00000234, 789000000, as numbers of such description will come into operation.
As the application of the theorem requires an easy mode of finding an analytical expression for the anti-logarithm of an analytical expression, and of giving the analytical expression of a logarithm of an analytical expression, and as there are or may be in some applications of the theorems many entanglements of logarithms in analytical expressions, and anti-analytical expressions of logarithms, I will now give different methods of operation for those purposes. I will commence by stating that if the ana lytical logarithmic expression is that of the common logarithm, then this must be con verted to that of the Napierian logarithm by the multiplication of the coefficients by the Napierian logarithm of 10, that is, by the reciprocal of *4342944, &c.; but a very few terms of this decimal will be required. Let the Napierian logarithm be represented by A o + A^+ A^-j-A j# 3-^ &c., and by the notation I have adopted because <^-A0 will express the anti-Napierian logarithm of A0, that is to say, the natural number of which A0 is the anti-Napierian logarithm, and the expression, namely the anti-Napierian logarithm of so that as B0, B" B2, &c. are found by these equations from A" A2, A3, &c., and on the contrary, A0, A" A*, &c. are found from B0, B" B2, &c. from the equations and where, as will generally be the case, A" A2, A3, &c., or B" B2, B3, &c. area series of terms which are very convergent, a very few terms of the said coefficients will be found necessary, which is a very advantageous circumstance for our purpose. Another mode of finding the anti-Napierian logarithm of the expression this being multiplied out at length would give what might be considered an easier way than the last for effecting our purpose, if many terms were thought requisite. But an other mode of finding the anti-Napierian logarithm of A1 #ff-A2#2ff-&c., which would be the anti-Napierian logarithm of A0 ff-A^ ff--j-&c. if Ao= 0 , and therefore B0= l , would be by result of the equations of A^ff-A^ff-&c. = the Napierian logarithm of l-f B^+ B^-f & c ., by putting the equation in fluxions, which would give where B,, B2, B3, &c. are found respectively one after the other by a very simple law; and this method may also, if many terms be thought requisite, be preferable to the first method, and the equation reversed would give N.B. The calculations which these sheets required were laborious, and necessitated the very frequent, in fact the continual use of a table of Logarithms, and the searching for the Anti-logarithms; and I feel pleasure in stating that I found the last edition of Anti-logarithms, published by Mr. II. E. Filipowsky, a very serviceable assistance, and I have no doubt that calculators in the same path must be glad to possess these Tables.
X Iff-A2,r2ff-ffA2#4ff-&c. X 1 ff-A3#3ff-ffA3#6ff-&c. x &c.; this will give the following equation for finding B" B2, &c., A ,-f2A 2# ff-3A3#2 + 4 A 4r* ff-&c.
ff-AIBi^pff-2A2B1 $r'ff-3A3Bjp3-J-&c.
ff-A,B2#2 ff-2A2B2#3ff-&c. >=0; -j-AjBg#3 ff-&c.
-• Bt -■ 2B2# -3B3#2 -4B4#4 -j-&c. j and consequently Bi=Aj; B2= A 2ff-ffAIB1; B3= A 3-hfA 2B1-j-3'A1B2; 5 5 2 ME. B. OOMPEETZ ON THE SCIENCE Art. 27. In a paper I had the honour of presenting to the International Statistical Congress, in consequence of the flattering invitation I had received to offer my assistance towards the scientific objects in view, I presented a sketch of some investigations I had been making since the publication of my paper of 1820 and that of 1825, relative to the subject of mortality, and on some investigations I had since made on the law of sickness and invalidity subjects, which I was prevented, in consequence of the absence of suffi cient health, to finish for presentation to the Royal Society, as a supplement to those two papers which were honoured by a place in the Society's Transactions. But in my paper I presented to the Congress, I did not show how I obtained the formulae of the one uniform law of mortality I presented, from birth to extreme old age, reserving that communication for the honour I intended myself to present it to this Society, should my health sufficiently recover to render it possible to me, though I presented the formula which follows, xL,=constant -
common logarithm of the number of persons living at the age x, , k, e, ft, fany q, wr w, u constant quantities from birth to the extremity of old age, to be found from statistical tables given of the actual persons living at every age in places to which the formula is meant to apply; and these constants I found for Carlisle mortality, Northampton mortality, De Parcieux mortality, and Sweden, male and female mixed mortality, from the examination of published statistical tables; and I computed for these four stated rates of mortality from this formula by means of these constants the number of living at every age, and arranged the results opposite the statements, which show a remarkably satisfactory agreement between the formula and the statement which it is intended to represent throughout, from commencement to every year of age. And in the Carlisle Table, where there are data for comparison, for the first months after birth, where there appears great irregularity in the deaths, even the close approximate agreement seems very interesting; and the value of the constants there given are in the formula resulting when & is taken = 1 , which, though it may not be its exact value, is very nearly so. I I gave the results for the Carlisle mortality to the Congress, which were extremely satisfactory, but I did not give the results for the Northampton mortality and for the Sweden, and De Parcieux's mortality, which (though with the exception that for the few first months of age these statistical tables give no data) I find, I think, equally satis factory ; but not having sent the results to the Congress, I presume that I am authorized, without infringing on the rule of this Society not to publish what has been already published, to present, as I have done here, the results for the Northampton mortality; and it was my wish also to insert the satisfactory results I found for the other two, but for want of time I am prevented, though I think they would be found interesting! The aforesaid formula bears a very different form from the formula of this paper, -^L ,= C6* + -=M*+p*, where M x= &c., the constants her being represented by the same letters as in the former; these two differ interestingly in appearance, and so much so as to lead to surprise that the result of each, for the Carlisle mortality, gives such very near approximation to the Table of There seems to be a distinction between the law of mortality and that of sickness, inasmuch as g, in the law of mortality, is a positive fraction less than unity, whereas the similar term B in the law of sickness is greater than unity.
Art. 29. Here I must draw the reader's very particular attention to the formula -3L ,= C€*+/#js*+#s*-M w h e r e -=»M,= . aT-.
where for analytical anticipation it is put in the form
and the two portions h a+x and are developed into series proceeding by the powers of x, because those series for several of the first terms, when x is at all large, are so divergent that in that case they become of no practical service; and in fact, though, if a sufficient number of terms be used, they are ultimately convergent and would lead to the true value, they present so formidable an obstacle as to cause, if those series be used, a complete refusal of the aid which was expected from them to render the formula analytically anticipatory, at least at those periods when these functions have a prevailing influence over anticipation; and if this difficulty had not been overcome by the adoption of a subterfuge, which I almost despaired of finding, a great part of the highly im portant analytically anticipating powers of the formula would be destroyed. The series alluded to are exhibited as follows:-
And alluding to the first of these, I observe that in the formula above, when we refer it to the Carlisle mortality, ^=£=1*79811; <=_£= -*46427; _-^=l*16855; #=*14742: if we wished to anticipate only for ten years forward, would be, say about --f, and the series -i 2 c^l + £ #+ -|£|a:2+ &c. would be 2 '2 2 -,4 1 9 4 . 1 9 2.3 ' 2 "T 2.3.4 ' 2 p 9,99 999.9999 -&C.
-1 2 ''^"2*4 2*4 6 ' 2*4*6*8 ^C'
so that we should not only have to go to the fifth power of x before the series began to converge, but to go to much higher powers, whereas the real value of #s sought is but of the small value of about *001411, of very small value, which may be considered even of insignificant value with respect to the total value of <=-La+*, notwithstanding its peiplexing annoyance. But if we wished to anticipate for twenty years, although if a is even equal to 0, the value of the function k&a+x is of such total insignificance with lespect to the other portion of <=-La+x, being no greater than about *000014, whilst the value of c-La+x= 3*81028, yet in the development of faa+* into the series above, the number of diverging terms alternately positive and negative of greater value befoie the seiies e\cn began to converge would render the development of perfect impracticability, though ultimately we could arrive as near as we chose to the insignificant value *000014; and I found that with such an annoyance it was no use to wrestle, no more than it would have been for David to wrestle with Goliath. I therefore was at the pains of finding a subterfuge by an interpolation which discards all the terms of a series alternately greatly positive and greatly negative, which so nearly destroyed each other's effect when we arrived to very nearly the true but very insignificant value *000014. I have reason to think good mathematicians would think such a subterfuge was unattainable, but what follows will show the contrary. Art. 30. Calculating the value fa0, fa*, fa10, we find swiftly converging series, *147424, *014424, *001441, *000188, *00008, and beyond this term perfectly insignificant; so that, if we wished to express the value of e5*, where is a whole number, by the common method of interpolation, we might easily do it thus:- 
-------------
beyond which term the differences are of perfect in significance, A" A2, A3, A4 being the first of the several orders of differences of the value fa10, &c.; and it is evident that A 1? A2, A3, A 4 are respectively £5-l), g5-1 )2, l ) 3, &c., which we may adopt for the sake of proof, instead of taking the actual difference. And as the form in which we obtain the value of fax requires for our series such as
\ -\ -\ lx-\-\^c2-\-\3x z-\-\ix4 ', if the above value of fax be expanded, it will
Io---^5
I. = A ,-5 A 2+ i A , -2 A J, I8=As,-^A j+ J j Aj where, as already observed, A 4:=#(s5-1), l ) 2, &c.; and we find from the above values, I 0, I" I 2,1 3,1 4; and as fa*x is therefore -10+ I j. t room of 5# we write x, we shall have the equation And with respect to [x> va+x, the least value of a may be taken when « = 6 0 extremely insignificant if a be less than 60. I will consider the value of consider afterwards (Av60+b+v, if a exceeds 60 by and I observe that (xi/60, (jbv60+15, [av6o+20 form a regular series; and here I stop, though this series is of a different character from the series fa0, fa*x, fa10x, See., because the terms of the to such insignificance, but those of the other, on the contrary, continually increase. There may be cases, indeed, when we should not stop; but though we have not data for ages beyond 100, the coefficient p in the expression pva+x, though taken as suffi ciently expressed by the constant value till does exceed 100, is evidently not abso lutely constant; for if so, a person would be represented to be capable to live for ever • and I therefore satisfy myself by omitting to introduce a term for which I have no data,' by limiting my term of anticipation to the period when becomes =100.
I now observe that for the Carlisle mortality (where IT-29927, Xv=*110349) p>60, i a / 0+5, ^6o+1°, p 60+15, p 6o+2° give the following series of terms:-0 8 3 3 0 3 , 0 1 0 5 7 2 , 0 3 7 6 6 2 , 013417.
And adopting the same mode of interpretation as in the former case, and representing [av6o+* by T0 = •000083303, ' 0 = --00040315, '0=+-OO121O95, ' 0 = --00065977, '0= + -0001489, -= -'0 = 5 -9 8 8 1 6 , -='0=5-68517, -= -'0 = 6 -7 2 2 4 8 , -='0=6-23825, But here it is necessary to observe, that though these series for finding h a+x, pva+* are exactly true with respect to any value of x, if it be divisible by 5 (limited with respect to [M va+X to the case observed above, a-\-x not being greater than 100 identical with that expression, as they may differ both in plus and in minus with them, if w, when divided by 5, should leave a remainder, say of 1, 2, 3, 4, which are four cases of more exact identity; but as the variance from identity is quite insignificant with respect to the value of < = -~La+x, as wrill be shown further on, it is perfectly allowable to use this method without paying the slightest attention to the more absolute identity of the expression; but to proceed to prove this assertion. I represent h x by and I am to show that W " and 'W , are either equal to nothing, or are insignificant with respect to whether they shall turn out to be positive or negative. Now I observe in the case where x is divisible exactly by 5, the above investigation shows that W , and 'W , are both absolutely equal 0; and for the rest I will take x, by way of example, successively 11, 12, 13,14, in which x divided by 5 leaves either 1, 2, 3, or 4, and where the anticipation is respectively for 11, 12, 13, 14 years. Their sum differs very little from the one positive case *00375, and they are all per fectly insignificant compared to the total values of y\.Ln = 3*808 &c., >Xi2=: 3*806 &c., XL13= 3*804 &c., XL14= 3*803 & c.; but when I say perfectly insignificant, I mean with respect to the chance of living,-though that difference would, in a small degree, cause the number answering, say to the age of 11, to make it apply to an age very triflingly differing from the exact age of 11, but this is not of the slightest importance with respect to valuing chances of anticipation. It may be observed that when k f is very small, as in the case above enumerated, we see that the anticipated values of k€ may have not only a large proportion to each other, but may even be of contrary signs, as k f cannot be negative, though by the anticipating formula in the case of it comes out negative; but these are cases where the value is of no importance in consequence of its smallness; and for long before the age of 20, the effect of in the anticipation can be omitted.
And now with respect to the formula which is not as imperatively required as the other, p '<+A '=(w hen « = 6 0) 'J 0+ 'J 1ff+ 'J2a ? + 'J3ff3+ ' let the anticipation also be successively for 11, 12, 13, 14 years. I purposely take years not divisible by 5, because, as I have said above, when # = 5 , and does not exceed 100, 'W* is invariably = 0 , the variability of (x not coming into play; we have
The real values of p 7, = *0013630, p 72= *0017573, p 7^ *0022656, p 74= *0029217 ula p 71= *0013264, (xv72= *0017106, *0022601, p 74= *0029430 'W 71= *0000366,'W 72= *0000467, W 73= *0000055, W 74= --*0000213
The mode above described of getting rid of the annoyance of the non-convergency of the developed expression kzx is particularly worthy of attention, and is entitled to be noticed by a name which I call the Interpolation by selected terms taken , as it offers another and an easier mode of calculating the three analytical anticipating Tables mentioned, which are so efficient in practical valuations; and calculating those Tables independent of each other when, as in the mode pointed out first, required the calculation of the value of ^-La+X, and from that the value of La+, r; and lastly, the value CONNECTED W IT H HUMAN MORTALITY. 5 5 9 of say in the form and then the value ^-(1 + J r &2+ &c.).
-L*a "1 -^1
And not only does this mode furnish the means of finding those Tables from the deve loped function of mortality, but, if I mistake not, it furnishes a means off-hand, from any Table of mortality formed only from statistical information, and without requiring the formulae of mortality above pointed out, to furnish efficient analytical participating tables. I t was my wish not only to conclude this paper with the three Tables above-mentioned, which have been calculated, but which I have been prevented from examining from causes to which mortality is liable, but also to add some interesting matter. But I hope to be able to add a supplement to this paper, and to be permitted to publish it in the Royal Society's Transactions, to illustrate the practical adaptation of the analysis, with some other matters of vital statistics and invalidism.
